
Jazoon TechDays in Zurich: Mobile Apps – Write Once, Run 
Everywhere 
 
Zurich, July 7, 2016 – At the Jazoon TechDays taking place in Zurich on September 
30, international speakers will share the latest news in hybrid mobile app 
development. For the first time, attendants will have the opportunity to interact 
with the speakers in the backstage tracks. 

 
Following the event in Bern, the next Jazoon TechDays will take place at the SIX 
Convention Point in Zurich on September 30. Renowned speakers from across 
the globe will talk about different technologies and their latest developments, 
with the common topic being "Mobile Apps – Write Once, Run Everywhere". 

Backstage track and workshops prior to the conference 
In addition to the established speaker track dedicated to a specific topic, now 
also a backstage track takes place. It allows attendants to closely interact with 
the speakers and to learn more from the sponsors. In the run-up to the 
conference, some speakers carry out workshops in which attendants may gain an 
insight into a specialist area (you'll find further information at 
www.jazoon.com/workshops). 
 
For the TechDays in September, Jazoon has succeeded in attracting the following 
speakers:  
 
Alex Blom is a co-owner of Ile of Code, a Toronto and Chicago-based company 
providing JavaScript/Ember services. Alex has in-depth experience in 
implementing hybrid mobile apps that – under their surface – are based on 
Ember. 
 
Developer evangelist at Xamarin, Mike James is just the right person to present 
his employer's hybrid approach. Mike lives in Guilford, England, and travels 
across Europe in doing business. 
 
Digital nomad Michael North was already among the speakers in this year's 
spring edition of the Jazoon TechDays in Bern. In Zurich, he will be talking about 
Cordova and its plug-in concept. 
 
The complete list of speakers and presentations can be found on the homepage 
of the Jazoon TechDays at www.jazoon.com. 
 
 
Website/Tickets: www.jazoon.com 
Program: jazoon.com/agenda 
Media contact:  
JAZOON TechDays, Reto Frey 
Telefon: +41 44 272 61 11, e-mail: info@jazoon.com 

http://www.jazoon.com/
http://www.jazoon.com/agenda


About the JAZOON TechDays 
The JAZOON TechDays focus on current software technology and methodology 
topics. They are aimed at professional software engineers and architects from 
around the world and want to increase personal contacts across technical, 
geographical and cultural boundaries. The JAZOON TechDays consist of two one-
day conferences: one takes place in Bern in spring, one in Zurich in autumn.  
 
The JAZOON TechDays are sponsored by the following companies: Netcetera, 
AdNovum (Platinum sponsors), BBV (Silver sponsor) and eZuerich (local partner 
in Zurich). 
 


